Chavez Jr Says He's Willing To Die in Ring Feb. 4 Versus Rubio...WOODS
Written by Michael Woods
Tuesday, 03 January 2012 13:33

One of our resolutions for the New Year is to use the power of this platform and our new
adherence to The Secret to call for more pick 'em fights to be booked in 2012 than in 2011. If
we all concentrate really, really hard and give out the office phone numbers and personal emails
of promoters so fans can flood the suits with demands for the best matches possible, we figure
we will be rewarded with a stellar calendar in 2012.
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Yeah right...

We find The Secret repellent and while the guerrilla side of us likes the idea of fans flooding
inboxes of the power brokers, we understand that such a tactic would put our approval ratings
among those power brokers just above Jerry Sandusky. Besides, fans send the most potent
message to promoters and content providers with their interest, or lack thereof, and inclination
or disinclination to purchase PPVs. If you only buy the best, they will be required to book the
best. If you reward mediocre booking, mediocre booking you will continue to get.

Top Rank promoter Bob Arum has a lot to do with what sort of fights get booked in 2012. He's
the top promoter in the business, and his stable of talent is immense. Of course, he is a
businessman first, so most often he seeks to protect the assets he has, and sell the most tickets
he can without putting risking the health and well being and often undefeated status of his
fighters.

Arum put together a card which will run Feb. 4 in Texas at the Alamodome in San Antonio, and I
think most fight fans are pretty happy with the quality of the matchups. I'm not sure they are pick
'em tangles, but they are headed in the right direction. Julio Cesar Chavez Jr (44-0-1) won't be
a too-heavy favorite against Marco Antonio Rubio (53-5-1), while NonIto Donaire (27-1) figures
to be in much tougher against Wilfredo Vazquez Jr (21-1-1) than he was in his last scrap,
against Omar Narvaez on Oct. 22. HBO will show the bouts.

Vazquez Jr spoke of his opportunity against Donaire. He spoke in Spanish, and then a
translation was offered. He thanked the WBO for getting a shot at the crown he held before. He
said he knows Donaire is a good athlete and promised a good fight. He said that he got
experience from his second-to-last last fight, a title loss to Jorge Arce.

Arum then spoke of Donaire. He said that Donaire comes from the same location as Manny
Pacquiao, General Santos City, and pointed out that his resume is solid coming in to this tussle.
"He's an exceptional young man and an exceptional fighter," Arum said of Donaire. "Happy New
Year's everyone," Donaire said during his turn at the mike. He joked that he would be happy to
act as fashion consultant to HBO's Peter Nelson, who earlier joked that he'd be securing the
services of Donaire for his sartorial wisdom. Donaire said this fight won't be a stinker like the
Narvaez fight. He said that he knows he will be fighting the best Vazquez Jr on Feb. 4, and said
he foresees "fireworks." He said that he likes to respect boxers and then have each other try to
tear their heads off. "Come and join us and watch the fight because it's going to be exciting," he
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said.

Arum joked that he was happy that none of these fighters were looking ahead to a fight with
Manny Pacquiao. He said that the Chavez Jr-Rubio fight was one he didn't have to work hard to
sell. He said the fight would be "tight" and "a battle of attrition."

Chavez' trainer Freddie Roach took to the mike. He said he'd studied tapes of Rubio, knows he
has a good right hand and is a good fighter.

Arum said Rubio has been on a hot streak and referenced his surprise win over David Lemieux
last year. In Spanish, Rubio thanked HBO and Top Rank. A translator then shared what he said
in English, but my stream was cutting out.

Arum then spoke of Junior. He said the kid has kept on improving. He called Rubio "his
toughest test as a professional."

Junior spoke in Spanish. Translated to English, he said he was happy to be back in Texas, after
his last fight was in Houston, against Peter Manfredo. He said that in the past that Rubio had
said Junior wouldn't fight him, but said he is ready to fight Rubio and show his true colors. He
thanked his training team, and then said he was excited to fight Rubio, because Rubio has
already faced such high level opposition. He invited all to come to the fight, whether you come
to cheer him or Rubio. He said he'd be willing to die in the ring on Feb. 4.

Arum then said he could get Texas Governor Perry some votes at the Iowa caucus. This
showed his level of sincerity as a promoter, because this true blue Dem is no fan of Perry's
politics. Business is business, right?

Comment on this article
Radam G says:
"Willing to die in the ring," is now becoming a standard quote for every sucka to an interviewee.
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I will tell you like "Old Blood and Guts" said. "A true warrior doesn't die for a cause or a belief,
he kills da otha' bastard for that bastard's cause or belief..." The way Cotto worded it was right.
"That's stupid talk..." Possible dying in that squared jungle comes with the terrority. So these
boksing cats and interviewers need to chillax with deadman-rumbling rhetoric. Of course that is
my HO. Holla!
ali says:
[QUOTE=Radam G;12234]"Willing to die in the ring," is now becoming a standard quote for
every sucka to an interviewee. I will tell you like "Old Blood and Guts" said. "A true warrior
doesn't die for a cause or a belief, he kills da otha' bastard for that bastard's cause or belief..."
The way Cotto worded it was right. "That's stupid talk..." Possible dying in that squared jungle
comes with the terrority. So these boksing cats and interviewers need to chillax with
deadman-rumbling rhetoric. Of course that is my HO. Holla![/QUOTE]
Your right on point fighter really need to stop saying that cuz like Cotto that's stupid.
brownsugar says:
I'd rather hear,... "I'd die trying to learn how to box better".... Besides... even though Rubio
represents a more experienced, seasoned opponent... and a far better boxer... statements like
that should be reserved for opponents anxiety producing opponents of Hagler-like dimension
only.... He might as well said "I'm willing to die against Fritz Zbik".
the Roast says:
Well Jr, luckily for you theres little chance of dying in the ring against a journeyman like Rubio.
Save the BS for a real fight IF you ever take one. Now go to sleep in your nice silk jammies.
mortcola says:
[QUOTE=Radam G;12234]"Willing to die in the ring," is now becoming a standard quote for
every sucka to an interviewee. I will tell you like "Old Blood and Guts" said. "A true warrior
doesn't die for a cause or a belief, he kills da otha' bastard for that bastard's cause or belief..."
The way Cotto worded it was right. "That's stupid talk..." Possible dying in that squared jungle
comes with the terrority. So these boksing cats and interviewers need to chillax with
deadman-rumbling rhetoric. Of course that is my HO. Holla![/QUOTE]
You are correct sir. But that old line is the staple of children and the foolish. Meaning the
majority. Destroying the guy who wants to take your belt and the food out of your kids mouth,
living to prevail, is the best choice, especially since today's warriors get to go home and plan for
retirement before middle age.
mortcola says:
As for Jr, I am, as I have said, willing to believe that he is becoming a real fighter. His skills are
good and growing. If he weren't Chavez' boy, I'd look at him and say, good prospect, mixes it
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up, improves visibly, coachable, takes a good shot, and has one of the best trainers in the
world. Meaning, step it up and fight the A-list. BTW, as for the tomato-can record, let's not
forget that the Mexican way is to fight a whole lot, with lots of losers on the other end, on the
way to getting into prime time. Old school. But he's also more in the spotlight because of who
he is than any Mexican warrior from the 70s or so. Both protected and scrutinized. I think he's
arrived, and we'll see how he hangs with the big dawgs. I say he's now, in 2012, better than
most people are willing to credit him for. We hate the children of privilege, think they're just
playing around. But sometimes they make it on their own character, spitting out the silver spoon
and becoming legit.
admin says:
Good point, Radam..Happy New Year
[QUOTE=Radam G;12234]"Willing to die in the ring," is now becoming a standard quote for
every sucka to an interviewee. I will tell you like "Old Blood and Guts" said. "A true warrior
doesn't die for a cause or a belief, he kills da otha' bastard for that bastard's cause or belief..."
The way Cotto worded it was right. "That's stupid talk..." Possible dying in that squared jungle
comes with the terrority. So these boksing cats and interviewers need to chillax with
deadman-rumbling rhetoric. Of course that is my HO. Holla![/QUOTE]
Radam G says:
HNC back ya! Holla!
the Roast says:
@Mort, I will hold back on the flowery words till I see the kid take a punch. A good punch, on
the button, I want to see what happens next. Rubio is not the one to test this kid. If Kelly Pavlik
can get his head out of his ass, and thats a big if, I'd like to see that fight. Classic crossroads
fight. Rising kid vs messed up veteran. I think Pavlik is too far gone to win that fight but at some
point he may catch Jr on the chin and then we'll see what he's made of. You are right, it's time
to take off the training wheels and hang with the big dawgs.
dino da vinci says:
When the bell rings, virtually all undefeated fighters have a win or perish mentality. Now if the
headline said, "Hey, I'm not willing to die in the ring!", that to me would have been noteworthy.
Of course, had it said that, JC, Sr. would have been quick to disown him.
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